component of Rm-f'(bdry U).
Proof. Assume W(£.f(U). Let p be a point of W-f(U) and q he a point of WC\f(U). Let pq he an arc from p to q in Rn-/(bdry U).
Since q is in the compact set f(U) and p is not, there is a first point x on the arc p~q in the order p to q such that x is in /(U). We note x is not in /(bdry U) since pqr\f(hdry U)=0. Therefore f-l(x)C\U^0 and xCbdry f(U Consider the set tl(W). aEtx(W) because bEW. But bdry V CtKW); hence thebounded set V'CtKW) and therefore aEtl(W). J. vol. 7 (1940) pp. 136-145.
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